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I attach for my co l leagues 1 consideration a draft of a White Paper 
on our future policy for industrial re lat ions. This draft has already 

lsbeen considered, at the P r ime Minister  request , by a smal l number of 
M in i s t e rs , and it incorporates suggestions made by them, 

2, The proposals for action in the draft White Paper are carefully 
balanced, and together compr ise a radical programme for r e f o r m , 
designed both to strengthen trade unionism and make it more accountable, 
going we l l beyond the Donovan recommendations in certain respec ts . In 
my judgment this is the r ight approach for the Government though there 
wi l l inevitably be opposition on individual points f rom vested interests. 

Theme^cr fJt^Dj j f t W h i ^ P a j g  r 

3. Conflict in industrial relations in unavoidable and not necessar i ly 
anti-social . In our present system, however , that conflict is in some 
ways out of control and damages our society and economy. This situation 
is the result of de fects in our col lect ive bargaining arrangements , which 
are also responsible for fa i lure to deal adequately with w o r k e r s 1 rights in 
matters other than pay. Changes in the institutions and pract ices of 
col lect ive bargaining are required. These changes must be initiated not 
only by hath sides of industry. Government intervention, t oo , is 
necessary to ensure r e f o rm and safeguard the interests of the community, 

4. Af ter introductory sections on the ro le of the Government and the 
present state of industrial re lat ions, the draft White Paper sets out the 
following main areas for action -

The Re fo rm of Col lect ive Bargaining (paragraphs 19-47) 

The Extension of Col lect ive Bargaining (paragraphs 48-5 8) 

Aids to Col lect ive Bargaining (paragraphs 59-71) 

New Safeguards (paragraphs 72-107) 


The following paragraphs draw attention to major proposals in the draft 
White Paper . New proposals and those which depart f rom the Donovan 
recommendations are sidelined in the draft White Paper. 
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The Kef arm of Col lect ive Bargaining (paragraphs 19-28) 

5, The draft accepts in principle the Donovan Repor t r s analysis of 
present co l lect ive bargaining arrangements and its recommendations for 
the r e f o rm of both industry-wide and company -^workplace bargaining, 
while pointing out that there is r oom for discussion on their application 
in different industries, 

^Conm^ijssi^or^ 

6. The draft proposes that a Commiss ion on Industrial Relat ions 
(CIR ) should be set up by Roya l Warrant at once, and later put on a 
statutory bas is . There should be no objection to this proposal f r om the 
CBI or T U C , to judge f r om their comments so far rece ived . Howeve r , 
there w i l l be c r i t i c i sm f r om other quarters of the establishment of yet 
another public body and of the possible duplication of its functions and 
those of the National Board for P r i c e s and Incomes (NBP I ) . There is 
some force in these objections. Yet on balance I am in favour of the 
immediate creat ion of the CIR because I be l i eve this is necessary to give 
impetus to the r e f o r m of co l l ec t ive bargaining. This could not at present 
be successfully initiated by the N B P I in v i ew of its identification with the 
application of pr ices and incomes pol icy. The words used in the draft 
leave open the possibi l i ty of putting the CIR on a statutory- basis which wi l l 
not necessar i l y demand its continued existence as a separate body. 

7, The functions proposed for the CIR in this part of the draft White 
Paper a re on the lines recommended by the Donovan Repor t , and are not 
l ikely to arouse controversy . 

8. The draft proposes that procedure agreements of employers 
employing more than 5,000 workers should initially be reg i s te red on a 
voluntary basis with the Department of Employment and Productivity 
( D E P ) ; and that later this should be made compulsory. No doubt these 
proposals wi l l be strongly opposed by the Conservat ive Party on the grounds 
that they would lead to unnecessary inter ference with industry; and there 
wi l l also be le f t -wing suspicion that this system of reg istrat ion wi l l be 
used for incomes pol icy purposes. But I am convinced that such a 
system is necessary to secure the required manager ia l initiatives 
towards the r e f o rm of co l lect ive bargaining, and their early comments do 
not suggest that it w i l l be opposed by the CB I or TUC. 

Col lect ive Agreements and the Law (paragraphs 38-42) 

9. Under existing law an employer can sue an individual employee for 
breach of that e m p l o y e e ^ contract of employment (for e xamp l e , when the 
employee goes on strike without giving proper not ice ) . It is a lso possible 
for an individual employer to conclude a legal ly binding agreement with 
a trade union if both parties so wish. Howeve r , as explained in 
paragraph 42 of the draft White Paper , Section 4(4) of the Trade Union 
Act . 1871 precludes the direct l ega l enforcement of col lect ive agreements 
between an emp loye r s 1 associat ion and a trade union. The draft White 
Paper proposes to modify this prov is ion, and so remove the b a r r i e r to 
legally binding co l lec t ive agreements of this kind. But it is important to 
emphasise that the draft White Paper takes up a neutral position regarding 
the desirabi l i ty of making co l lec t ive agreements legal ly enforceable ; it 
merely proposes a change in the law which wi l l ejnable emp loye r s ' 
associations and trade unions to make a co l lect ive agreement lega l ly 
enforceable if both sides want to do this. 
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3.0, Some trade unionists may object that the policy set out in this 
part of the draft White Paper is s imi lar to proposals by the 
Conservat ives in their booklet " Fa i r Deal at W o r k " and in their m i d 
term policy statement "Make Li fe Be t t e r " . There are in fact v e ry 
important di f ferences between what the draft White Paper proposes and 
what the Conservat ives have suggested. The draft proposes that 
parties should be enabled to make legal ly enforceable agreements if they 
wish; the Conservatives say that they would "make agreements between 
employers and unions legal ly binding except where both sides speci f ical ly 
agree otherwise" . The Conservat ive proposal is i l l- jsdged because it 
ignores the fact that the great major i ty of co l lect ive agreements are not 
in a fo rm which can be encorced in the courts. They are too vague and 
informal. M o r e o v e r , the Conservatives do not seem to have rea l i sed 
that what they want to achieve w i l l cal l for m o r e legislat ion than the 
simple repeal of Section 4(4j of the Trade Union Ac t , 1871. 

11, Some trade unionists have already expressed fear that the repea l 
of Section 4(4) wi l l automatically make al l industry-wide agreements 
legal ly enforceable. This fear is quite unfounded-, as to make such an 
agreement enforceable the part ies would have to intend it to be 
enforceable and draw it up in a f o rm capable of enforcement. But to 
avoid any misunderstanding I propose to provide that an agreement can 
be made legal ly enforceable only if it includes an express prov is ion in 
writing to this effect. 

12. A more general c r i t i c i sm , for example f r o m the CBI and f r om a 
section of the daily and weekly p r e s s , wi l l be that these proposals in 
paragraphs 38-42 are too weak on the enforcement of co l lect ive a g r e e 
ments. But in my v iew the draft strikes the right balance on this subject. 
It is sensible to give parties the opportunity to make col lect ive agreements 
legal ly enforceable if they wish; it is not sensible ( for the reasons set out 
in Chapter V I I I of the Donovan Repor t ) to compel parties to make lega l ly 
enforceable agreements. Even "Fa i r Deal at W o r k " states v e ry f i rm ly 
that " i t would be wrong to accord to col lect ive agreements the quite 
exceptional status of a contract which must be onforceable regard less 
of the wishes of the par t i e s " . 

Disc.losurja,of Mana jjemjajnt^Inf orjnatijor^to Tr^ade Unions and Employee 
^£^iS^PM^2£L-(jBS£SSJaphs 43-45) 

13. The draft White Paper points out that emp loyees 1 representat ives 
need adequate information if they are to play an ef fect ive part in co l lect ive 
bargaining and joint consultation. It therefore proposes that the 
Government should have further discussions, with a v i ew to giving trade 
unions a statutory right to certa in sorts of management information. 
The prov is ion of such a right would be in line with proposals made in the 
Labour P&tfty^s 1967 report on 1 Industrial Democracy ' and in this y e a r l s 
statement by the National Executive Committee to the Party Conference. 

14. The suggestion that the Industrial Relat ions Ac t should faci l i tate 
(not requ i re ) the appointment of trade union representat ives on boards of 
undertakings is in line with the recommendation on this subject of a 
minority of the Donovan Commiss ion ( lord Col l ison, Pro fessor Kahn--
Freund and M r , Woodcock) . 
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Trade U nion Membersh ip , Recognit ion, Inter Union-Disputes 
(paragraphs 50-5 8) 

15. This section of the draft puts forward far-reaching suggestions 
for strengthening trade unionism and extending co l lect ive bargaining, 
I draw my co l l eagues 1 attention part icular ly to the proposals that no 
employer should have the right to prevent or obstruct an employee f r om 
belonging to a trade union, and for the use of select ive uni lateral 
arbitration to assist the growth of co l lect ive bargaining, and to the 
proposals for dealing with inter-union disputes^ I attach importance 
to the suggestion that the TUC should have an opportunity of solving 
inter-union troubles before the proposed new legal provisions are 
invoked. Those provisions w i l l , in inter-union cases , make an 
employer liable t o ?. fine if he fai led to observe an order requiring him 
to recognise a union; and in inter-union disputes not solved by the TUC 
a union which infringed an order requir ing the recognit ion of another 
union would also be l iable to a f ine. The draft White Paper comes down 
f i rmly against the Tory proposal for withdrawing the protection of the 
law f rom trade disputes resulting f r om inter-union di f f icult ies, 

AJT r a d j 3 jtf nion J^fJ^fdj^me nt ̂ ^ i B ^ - l i ^ i ^ ^ ^ J ^ l L - ^ i ? -QQ) 

16. The draft puts forward the idea of grants and loans by the CIR 
for trade union development,, to support efforts to ra i se the eff iciency of 
the trade union movement, I attach a great deal of importance to this 
proposal for giving impetus to trade u.u3.oc r e f o rm without Li any way 
encroaching on the autonomy of the trade union movement . 

SjtrJ.kesjajajd^ 

17, The proposals in paragraph 81 that the Secretary of State should 
have r e s e r v e powers to require secret ballots be fore of f ic ia l strikes 
are cal led, and to require a maximum of 5& days postponement in the 
case of unconstitutional s t r ikes , are highly controversiaL, especial ly 
as they envisage f ines on unions fail ing to carry out ballots and on 
individuals fail ing to observe a period of postponement. Bui; the 
Government has a responsibi l i ty to safeguard the interests of the 
community in certain c ircumstances. The two measures are therefore 
needed. 

Strikesjand the Law (paragraphs 86-91) 

18. We should re jec t the majority recommendation of the Donovan 
Commiss ion that the protection given by Section 3 of the Trade Disputes 
A c t , 1906 and by the Trade Disputes A c t , 1965 should be l imited to 
reg i s te red trade unions and emp loye r s 1 associat ions. Such a l imitation 
would be at best useless (because employers would probably st i l l shrink 
f r om suing unofficial strike l eaders ) and at worst it would embitter 
industrial re lat ions and encourage loca l breakaway unions. 

19. There might be c r i t i c i sm f rom the trade unions of the proposal 
not to make any change in the law relat ing to picketing. The Donovan 
Repor t recommended that Section 2 of the Trade Disputes Ac t , 1906 
should be ampli f ied so as to give express permiss ion to the peaceful 
persuasion of any customer or potential customer of an employer in 
dispute, and a minor i ty proposed that picketing at a person 's home 
should not be al lowed. I think it is best to leave the law as it i s , aa 
proposed in paragraph 80. 



Safeguards Against Unfair D ismissa l ; Contract^o f ^ m j ^ o j m e n ^ A c t ^ 
Jurisdiction of Indus t r i a l Tribunals (paragraphs 92-95) 

20, These important proposals w i l l ca l l for legis lat ion of a fairly
complex kind and w i l l require a re la t i ve ly la rge number of extra staff. 
The CB I is l ikely to oppose them al l , The TUC is against the extended 
jurisdict ion of the Industrial Tribunals except in cases of unfair 
d ismissa l , 

Trade Union Rules and Registrat ion (paragraphs 96-101) 

21, Broadly speaking, the draft accepts the recommendations of the 
Donovan Report concerning trade union rules and reg i s t ra t ion ; but not 
the recommendation that trade unions should be given corporate status. 
My col leagues should note that it is proposed to provide for a financial 
penalty on unions refusing to reg is te r . 

An Inde pendejit^ Revig^w B 

22, Paragraph 103 of the draft suggests the setting-up of an 
independent r ev i ew body, as proposed by the Donovan Repor t (but with 
the modif icat ion that it should be manned by the President and trade 
union members of the Industrial Cour t ) , to adjudicate in disputes between 
trade unions and individual members . The TUC has expressed opposition 
to the idea of an independent rev i ew body, and has suggested that the 
trade union movement itself is capable of setting up any necessary 
machinery for this purpose. The CB I , on the other hand, has expressed 
the v i ew that it would be wrong for trade unionists to be in a majority on 
che independent r e v i ew body. 

23e I think it would be wrong, and unacceptable to public opinion, 
to r e l y on machinery set up by the trade union movement i tsel f to deal 
with disputes between trade unions and individuals. This is p r e 
eminently a situation in which justice must be seen to be done. There 
would always be v. lack of confidence in judgments made by a tribunal 
composed only of trade union nominees against individuals who had been 
in dispute with their trade unions. On the other hand I think that the 
public would accept an independent body headed by the President of the 
Industrial Court even if a majority of its members we re trade unionists. 

An Industrial Relat ions B i l l 

24. The provisions which might be included in an Industrial 
Relat ions B i l l are set out in Appendix I of the draft White Paper . 

Sjajnctions 

25, The draft White Paper proposes seve ra l new lega l sanctions,, 
It is for consideration whether the new sanctions should be imposed, 
when necessary , by the ordinary courts or by a special Court. The 
advantage on the latter would be that it would help to avoid any 
appearcnce that the application of the cr imina l law is being extended in 
industrial re lat ions. 
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Conclusion 

26. I would like to publish the White Paper on 9th January, 1969, 

27. I invite my col leagues to consider the general approach of the 
draft White Paper , and to give special attention to the major subjects,, 

B g A , Cc 

Department of Employment and Product iv i ty , S.W, 1. 

30th December , 1968 
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ANNEX I 


People At Work 


A Policy for Industrial Relations 


H, There are necessarily conflicts of interest in industry. The objective of 

our industrial relations system should be to direct the forces producing conflict 

towards constructive ends. This can be done by the right kind of action by 

management, unions and Government itself. This white Paper sets out what 

needs to be done. 

2, Our existing system of industrial relations fails to prevent inequity, 

disorder and inefficient use of manpower. It perpetuates the existence of groups 

of workers who, as the result of the weakness of their bargaining position, fall 

behind in the struggle to enjoy the fruits of an advanced industrial economy. 

In other cases management and employees are able unfairly to exploit the 

consumer and endanger economic prosperity. Small groups of strategically placed 

individuals, often relatively well paid, can produce widespread disruption by 

lightning strikes. The present institutions of industrial relations contribute 

little to increasing efficiency. There are still areas of industry without 

Machinery for collective bargaining. 

3. Until action is taken to remedy such defects, conflict in British industry 

will often be damaging and anti-social. The G-overnment places the following 

proposals before Parliament and the nation convinced that they are justified 

on two main grounds. First, they will help to contain the destructive expression 

of industrial conflict and to encourage a more equitable, ordered and creative 

system of industrial relations, which will benefit both those involved and the 

community at large. Second, they are based on the belief that the efforts of 

employers, unions and employees to reform collective bargaining need the active 

support and intervention of government. 

k' The reasons for the first of these propositions must emerge as the 

Government's proposals are stated and explained in turn. But there is need, at 

the outset, to say something about the role of Government in industrial relations 

in the 1970s. 

/THE ROLE 
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THE ROLE OF GOvSIMvIENT IN INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 


5. The State has always been involved in the process of industrial relations. 


It has always had to provide a framework of law for dealing with the activities 


of individuals and groups struggling to advance and protect their interests. 


The development of stable trade unionism in the nineteenth century faced 


Governments with the need to provide laws recognising and regulating the 


activities of trade unions. In the ensuing debate on the1 principles to be 


applied, two conflicting philosophies emerged in reports of successive Royal 


Commissions and enquiries. The first was this. Trade unions should be 


accepted as lawful and given the right to organise. The State should recognise 


the right to strike and the right to bargain collectively to improve wages 


and conditions. But so long as the 'rules of the game' were roughly fair to 


both sides the State should not be concerned with its consequences. In effect 


the Government should provide facilities to help the parties agree, but should 


not interfere to impose a settlement upon them. It is worth stressing that 


it was never any part of this view that industrial relations in general or 


trade unions in particular should be outside the law; it was merely felt 


that so far as possible the law should not interfere with the day to day 


results of collective bargaining. 


6. But from the very beginning of this debate there was an alternative views 

while the periodic 're-adjustmont' of bargaining power was an essential part 

of the Government!s role, it was not in itself sufficient. The State also 

had to act at times to contain the disruptive consequences of the struggle 

for those not immediately affected - especially if non-intervention was 

likely to result in widespread damage to the interests .of the community at 

large. Linked with this argument to an increasing extent was a related one; 

Governments might be forced to intervene still- further if it could be shown 

that certain important economic or social objectives were not sufficiently 

furthered or were frustrated by collective bargaining. 

/7. Within 
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1, Within the last hundred years, an example of Government action to contain 

the effects of disruption was Sections 4 and 5 of the Conspiracy and Protection 

of Property Act 1875. This was designed to limit the freedom to strike where 

it was likely to have undue effects on essential services or life and property. 

The Truck Acts, the creation of Wages Councils, and the establishment of a State 

insurance scheme were examples of intervention to advance objectives which could 

not at the time be met by collective bargaining. 

8, More recently intervention has become much more necessary and pronounced. 

The Government has increasingly had to play a part in the industrial relations 

of the motor industry. Par-reaching reforms have been initiated in the 

industrial relations system of the docks. The State has laid down minimum 

periods of notice in contracts of employment in the Act of 1963. Action has 

been taken to secure improvements in the quality and use of labour by creating 

Industrial Training Boards and the Redundancy Payments Scheme, both financed by 

compulsory levies on industry. 


9. As a result of these and other developments both management and trade unions 

have come to accept, and in many ways positively to welcome, a development of 

Government involvement in industrial relations that in practice goes far beyond 

the confines of the theory of non-intervention by the State, While often still 

voicing the doctrine of non-intervention, managements and unions have entered 

into a positive and mutually beneficial partnership with the State to secure 

common objectives. Indeed in their evidence to the Royal Commission on Trade 

Unions and Employers' Associations, and in their representations to Government, 

bodies representing both employers and trade unionists have urged further 

intervention and involvement - at least where they see it as advantageous to them. 

Demands have been made by employers for new laws to discourage strikes; requests 

have been put forward on behalf of trade unions for minimum wage legislation and 

Government action to force employers to recognise trade unions. In short the 

doctrine of non-intervention is not, and never has been, consistently preached. 

The need for State intervention and involvement, in association with both sides 

of industry, is now admitted by almost everyone. The question that remains is, 

what form should it take at the present time? 

/THE PRESENT 


3. 
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THE PRESENT STATE OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

iO. The answer to this question is to be found in an analysis of the present 

state of industrial relations in Britain. The report of the Royal Commission 

on Trade Unions and Employers' Associations contains the essential material 

necessary to enable both the Government and the country to decide what should 

be the shape of industrial relations in the 1970s. 

11, It shows that at its best our industrial relations system works well, and 

that many criticisms which have been made of it are largely unjustified. There 

are many companies, and even industries, in which industrial relations are well 

conducted. In general, managers who have recognised and dealt with union 

officials and shop stewards testified to their reason and good sense. Similar 

statements about managements were made to the Royal Commission by many union 

officials and shop stewards. Research revealed few signs that trade union 

members were dissatisfied with their unions. Most union officials said they 

appreciated the work of stewards and the relationship between them and their 

stewards appeared to be good. 

12, It is not even true to say that the Royal Commissions Inquiries and 

surveys reveal a state of general complacency and disinclination to change. 


Managements have in recent years successfully carried through some remarkable 


experiments in the field of collective bargaining - many of them connected with 


the growth of productivity agreements. Rapid changes are talcing place in trade 


union organisation. Indeed, there has probably never been a time when more 


amalgamation schemes and mergers have been under discussion by the trade unions 


of this country. On both sides of industry there is a growing awareness of the 


need for change, and many managers and trade union officials are making strenuous 


efforts to bring this about. The measures proposed in this "White Paper should 


not be interpreted as a criticism of their efforts. The Government's proposals 


are designed to assist the forces of change and to direct them into the most 


constructive channels. 


13. Nevertheless, our present system of industrial relations can be criticised on 

three main counts. First, imperfect competition in many industries and the 

market power exercised by many firms enable unions and employers to combine 

together to raise wages without regard to the effect on costs and prices, and 

-59 advance their own claims-at the expense of other members of the community, 
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14, Secondly, the growing inter-dependence of most industry enables strategically 
placed groups to exact advantages for themselves by inflicting disproportionate 
barm '*n the rest of the society. The right of a worker to withdraw his labour is 
one of the essential freedoms in a democracy and the existence of this right has 
undoubtedly contributed to industrial progress and to the development of a more 
just society. But it is also true that in certain situations to-day the use of the 
strike weapon can damage the interests of others so seriously - including 
the interests of other trade unionists - that it should only be resorted to when 
all other alternatives have failed. 

15, In comparison with many other countries, Britain has a large number of 


strikes in relation to its workforce, although our record, if measured by the 


number of workers involved and the number of working days lost, is relatively 


good. In industries other than coal-mining the number of strikes has gone up 


considerably in recent years (see Appendix 2). The typical British strike is 


unofficial and usually in breach of agreed procedures; it comes with little 


warning and is soon over. It is commonest in a small number of industries such 


as motors and components, the docks, and shipbuilding. Other industries often 


have long periods without strikes, but they may suffer indirectly because of a 


strike at a key point. This type of strike can cause disproportionate harm 


and is at times exercised in complete disregard of its consequences for the 


community. 


16. Finally, our organised system of collective bargaining has not got to grips 

vath a number of economic and social problems. As the Donovan Report indicated, 

it has often failed to provide for effective and acceptable collective bargaining 

arrangements covering matters of common concern to employees and employers. 

Little lias been done to reform outdated and generally condemned procedural 

agreements - such as those now existing in the engineering industry. Too often 

employees have felt that major decisions directly concerning them were being 

taken at such a high level that the decision-makers were out of reach and unable 

to understand the human consequences of their actions. Decisions have been 

taken to close down plants without consultation and with inadequate fore-warning 

to the employees. Outdated social distinctions between hourly paid employees 

and those on staff conditions have been perpetuated. At the same time, some 

employers have Opposed and obstructed the spread of collective bargaining to new 

sections of the labour force, especially those increasing numbers employed in 

"white-collar' jobs. Unions too have often failed to involve their members 

5. /closely 
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closely enough in their work, or to tackle with sufficient urgency the problems 


of overlapping membership and unnecessary rivalry, which always diminish their 


effectiveness and sometimes their reputation. Many employers' relations with 


unions have been greatly complicated by the large number of unions that may have 


members in a single factory. 


17. The combined effect of such defects in our system of industrial relations 

is to inorease the feeling of many employees that they have no real stake in the 

enterprise for which they work. There are of course other factors too. 

Britain is passing through a period of rapid technological change. New processes 

and methods of production are combined v/ith changing patterns of company owner

ship and management structure. Established jobs and ways of work are disappearing 

to be replaced by unusual and unfamiliar tasks in surroundings often equally 

strange. This naturally reinforces feelings of insecurity among employees and 

even management itself and results in lack of co-operation and resistance to 

change, especially if systems for dealing with legitimate grievances and problems 

of all kinds do not adapt themselves to the demands placed upon them. Efficiency 

suffers and the community pays. 

13. Yet there can be no reversal of the forces of change. On the contrary, 


the Government has taken action to accelerate change. This is necessary if 


Britain is to survive and prosper. But it means that we must make sure that all 


employees have the opportunity to participate in deciding the direction of change, 


that we must overhaul arrangements for dealing with the consequences of change 


as they affect all who work in industry, and that we must remedy the defects 


described in the preceding paragraphs. This requires policies to secure four 


objectives: 


(i) our system of collective bargaining needs to be reformed; 


(ii)	 it needs to be extended; 


(iii)	 those who are involved in it need to be assisted and if necessary 


strengthened; and 


(iv) the community and individuals need new safeguards. 


The next four sections of this White Paper explain the major measures proposed 


by the Government to deal with each of these questions. 


/THE REFORM OE 
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THE REFORM OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINIHG

19. Collective bargaining is essentially a process by which employees take 


part in the management decisions that affect their working lives. If it is 


carried on by efficient management and representatives of well organised 


unions, negotiating over a wide range of subjects, it represents the best 


method so far devised of advancing industrial democracy in the interests 


of both employees and employers. It offers the community the best opportunity 


for securing well ordered progress towards higher levels of performance and 


the introduction of new methods of work. 


20. Yet as the Donovan Report has shown this is far from being the situation 


in the economy as a whole. Even where collective bargaining is well developed 


it has many defects. Very often there is a marked difference between the 


formal collective bargaining system and what actually happens. It is often 


supposed that formal industry-wide negotiations are the only important 


method of collective bargaining; but in practice an increasing amount of 


bargaining, and an increasing proportion of the wage packet, is settled 


outside the 1 formal system' by informal understandings and arrangements 


between shop stewards and managers or foremen at workplace level. Yet this 


concentration on 'informality', and the network of shop floor arrangements 


and understandings that result from it, lead to serious problems. Few clear 


principles and standards are developed to settle shop floor grievances. 


Management and unions react to passing pressures, especially when applied by 

who 

determined groups/resolved to exploit their strategic position to the full

often at the expense of their fellow trade unionists. Anomalies develop in 


wage payment systems. There is no stable or equitable relationship between 


payment and performance. Those who are dissatisfied take unconstitutional 


action when formal systems for dealing with their grievances are not 


effective and do not deal rapidly and equitably with the problems of the 


shop floor. 


/21 . Most important 
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21. Most important of all, perhaps, this disparity between the formal system 

and the realities of shop floor life is often not fully appreciated or even 

understood by senior management in the enterprises where it occurs. As the 

Donovan Report said, the assumptions of the formal system still exert a 

powerful influence over men1 s minds and prevent the development of effective 

and orderly methods of collective bargaining. Too often senior management 

continues to regard industrial relations as a matter for employers' 

association officials or lower levels of management, rather than as one of 

its primary responsibilities. On the union side many national leaders 

continue to uphold the assumptions of increasingly ineffectual industry-wide 

negotiating structures. 

22. There is room for debate about how far this description of the decay of 

our formal industry-wide system of collective bargaining applies from industry 

to industry. It is obviously true of large j)arts of private industry. Some 

firms in these industries have taken action to tackle the situation, and thus 

thrown into sharper relief the problems elsewhere in their industries. In most 

of the public sector, including national and local government service and the 

nationalised industries, and. in a few industries in the private sector - for 

example electrical contracting - effective industry-wide collective bargaining 

still exists. There, actual wages and conditions continue to be settled by 

the national officials who bargain on both sides. There is no equivalent of 

the disordered pay structures, or the chaotic and inflationary shop floor 

pressure, that is so pronounced a feature of industries like engineering. 

23. However, it does not follow from this that collective bargaining in such 

industries cannot be improved. Their procedures may not extend to all the 

questions that ought to be covered. For instance, there may be no adequate 

procedures to deal with redundancy, or the effects of introducing new 

machinery and methods of work. Shop stewards may have few formal rights to 

represent their members. There may be no proper agreement to deal with 

disciplinary questions, including unfair dismissal. Pay systems may still 

he largely unrelated to performance and productivity. 

/24. There is 



24. There is therefore need for the reform of collective bargaining both where 


industry-wide bargaining has become ineffective and where it still determines 


actual pay and conditions. What can be done to accelerate reform? 


2.5. The solution to this problem calls for the right kind of re-appraisal 

by managements and trade unions of collective bargaining arrangements. The 

initiative must lie with employers, and notably the boards or chief executives 

of undertakings, for they are best placed to set in train the kind of detailed 

study of existing systems and their defects and to make the right kind of 

positive approaches to trade unions. Such appraisals will often show that 

the best way forward is the negotiation of formal, comprehensive and 

authoritative company and factory agreements. Negotiation at these levels 

is often the best way to arrive at stable and equitable pay structures, 

adequate procedures for the settlement of disputes and the extension of 

collective bargaining into matters such as discipline, redundancy arrangements 

and other similar questions which directly concern employees. 

26. The G-overnment welcomes the readiness expressed by the C.B.I, and the 

T.U.C. in their joint statement of 23rd October 1968 to ask employers' 

associations and trade unions to examine the situation industry by industry 

and to ask managements in consultation with the unions to review industrial 

relations in their undertakings. Such re-appraisals are essential if the 

defects of collective bargaining are to be remedied. They should be prompt 

and thorough. There is a special need for them in industries where the defects 

described in the Donovan Report are apparent. The Government will follow 

closely the progress of these reviews, both at company and industry level. 

If assistance is needed the D.E.P's Manpower and Productivity Service will 

be available to help. 

27. The G-overnment urges employers, in the course of these reviews, to 

examine fully and sympathetically the possibility of removing unnecessary 

and outdated distinctions between "staff" and other employees. These are 

sustained chiefly by tradition and inertia, and cause much unnecessary 

ill-feeling. Some large employers have already found it possible to abolish 

them. The G-overnment suggests that the T.U.C. and C.B.I. should jointly 
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encourage the abolition of these distinctions throughout industry, and make 


arrangements to keep the matter under review. 


28. The G-overnment broadly accepts the views of the Royal Commission concerning 


the principles which should inform a satisfactory set of agreements. These 


should assist the negotiation of pay structures that are comprehensive, fair 


and conducive to efficiency. They should also provide a link between pay and 


the improvement of performance or results within the individual plant or 


company. Subjects which should be dealt with should include the handling of 


redundancies, the provision of effective rules and procedures governing 


disciplinary matters, including dismissal, and the rapid and effective 


settlement of grievances. Wherever possible provision should be made for 


previous conditions to be maintained while any dispute is being considered 


in accordance with agreed rules. Agreements should provide adequate 


facilities for shop stewards to consult their members and to negotiate, 


reasonable access for trade union officials, and the holding of necessary 


union elections. Managements should make available to employee representatives 


the information necessary for them to do their work. There should be provision 


for important matters to be raised with the highest levels of management. 


So far as possible agreements should be clear and precise. 


/A Commission 
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Itanmision on Industrial Relations 


15, The Government, too, through the work of the Department of Employment and 


roductivity, has a responsibility to bring about the necessary changes in 


 system of industrial relations. This has caused it to expand and extend 


ts existing arrangements for conciliation and to create a Manpower and 


roductivity Service. But as the Donovan Report pointed out, and as both the 


,U.C. and C.B.I. recognise, there remains a major gap in the public apparatus 


or change. There is no institution primarily concerned with the reform of 


collective bargaining. This Is why the Government proposes to establish a 


Commission on Industrial Relations. 


ljr


30. The relationship between the Department of Employment and Productivity and 


the Commission on Industrial Relations will be close and continuous. The 


Commission will work on references by the Secretary of State. It will report 


to the Secretary of State and its recommendations will be followed up by the 


j.E.P's Manpower and Productivity Service. In these respects the C.I.R's 


relationship with the D.E.P. will be similar to that of the National Board for 


Prices and Incomes. But the C.I.R. is needed to do a different job, and its 


methods of operation and therefore its relationships with both sides of industry 


sill be rather different from those of the N.B.P.I. 


31. The C.I.R. will be concerned with ways of improving and extending procedural 

arrangements. This will involve it in questions different from those which are 

the subject of references to the N.B.P.I. - how to promote suitable company- wide 

procedures in important firms, how to develop acceptable rules governing 

disciplinary practices and dismissals, how to encourage effective and fair 

redundancy procedures, how to bring shop stewards within a proper framework of 

agreed rules in their firm, how to ensure that they are provided with the right 

kind of facilities to do their job. To decide on the adequacy of existing

arrangements for dealing with such matters, the C.I.R. will have to find out about 

nany aspects of industrial relations in particular industries and firms - for 

example, the rate of labour turnover, the arrangements for negotiations over 

productivity and wages, and the causes of recent strikes. It will be authorised 

to obtain such information as is necessary for its work. The C.I.R., unlike 
xhe U.B.P.I./will not be concerned with the application of prices and incomes 
criteria to particular disputes or settlements^ nor will it be directly concerned 
^ secure improvements In productivity. ^ 2  ^ e 
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32. The C . I .R . w i l l a l s o be r l ^ u l r l ^ ^ y r e p o r t i n g on r e f e r ences by the Sec re ta ry 

of S ta te , t o a s s i s t o ther reforms that are not now undertaken by any pub l i c agency, 

and which represent a nove l extens ion of pub l i c involvement in i n d u s t r i a l r e l a t i o n s 

in t h i s country. They w i l l inc lude the i n v e s t i g a t i o n of t r ade union demands f o r 

recogni t ion; encouragement of reforms in t r ade union s t ruc ture and serv ices5 exam

ining cases i n which companies repor t f a i l u r e t o n e g o t i a t e s a t i s f a c t o r y a g r e e 

nents; and r e p o r t i n g on genera l questions r e l a t e d t o i t s r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s , such 

as d e f i c i e n c i e s in f a c t o r y d isputes procedures or in d i sc ip l inary - procedures, 

over an industry , part o f an industry , or an undertaking. I t w i l l a l s o be asked 

to g i v e adv ice t o the Sec re ta ry of State from t ime t o t ime on the reform o f the 

industr ia l r e l a t i o n s system, and t o report p e r i o d i c a l l y to Par l iament . 

33. I t s contacts w i th t rade unions, employers ' a s soc i a t i ons and i nd i v i dua l 

firms w i l l be r egu la r and continuous. I t w i l l need t o ga in t h e i r conf idence and 

cn-operation wh i l e remaining an independent and. candid c r i t i c . For t h i s reason 

the Government does not propose t o g i v e i t any l e g a l sanct ions , apart from 

authority t o obta in in format ion . I t looks on the CT.PI. as a d isseminator of 

good p r a c t i c e and a focus f o r reform by example. The Government hopes that the 

work of the C . I .R . w i l l he lp t o b r ing about a g ene ra l mpve towards the reform 

and r e s t ruc tu r ing of c o l l e c t i v e barga in ing arrangements, not l e a s t because i t 

wi l l be ab le t o suggest t o the p a r t i e s mutually b e n e f i c i a l improvements from 

practices which have been t r i e d and found t o work in other i ndus t r i e s and 

undertakings. 

34. The C . I .R . w i l l have a f u l l - t i m e chairman and seve ra l f u l l - t i m e and p a r t 

time members wi th r e l e van t exper i ence . I t w i l l be es tab l i shed i n i t i a l l y as a 

Royal Commission, t o enable i t t o beg in i t s work "without de lay . P r o v i s i ons t o 

put i t on a s t a tu to r y bas i s w i l l be included in an I n d u s t r i a l R e l a t i ons B i l l 

which the Government intends t o present t o Par l iament as soon as p o s s i b l e . 

Reg is trat ion of Agreements 

35. The Government w i l l a l so set up a r e g i s t e r of c o l l e c t i v e agreements. This 

wi l l emphasise t o managements t h e i r r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r the e f f i c i e n t conduct of 

industrial r e l a t i o n s in t h e i r undertakings, and w i l l p rov ide in format ion which 

the Department o f Employment and P roduc t i v i t y , and the C. I .R. w i l l need i n 

implementing the p o l i c i e s set out in th i s White Paper. R e g i s t r a t i o n w i l l at 

f i rs t be vo luntary but the Government intends t o inc lude -previsions in the 

industr ial Re la t i ons B i l l to make i t a s t a tu to r y requirement . Consultat ions 

Qn the scope of vo luntary r e g i s t r a t i o n are now i n progress w i th the C . B . I . , 
T 'U.C. and n a t i o n a l i s e d i ndus t r i e s^J j L . J " ' i l l i n c l u d e ; 
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(1 ) Procedures for the determination of terms and conditions of 

employment. 

(2 ) Procedures for the settlement of grievances and disputes. 

(3 ) Arrangements for consultation concerning matters not covered "by 

negotiation. 

36. The G-overnment will shortly invite all companies and other undertakings 

employing more than 5,000 to register their procedure agreements and 

arrangements with the D.E.P. or to inform the D.E.P. of the absence of such 

agreements and arrangements. Some smaller employers may also be asked to give 

information about their procedure agreements and arrangements if the D.E.P. 

considers this necessary. The scope of the eventual statutory requirement 

to register and, within it, the subjects for registration,will be decided in 

consultation with industry in the light of experience with the voluntary 

system. 

37. The Manpower and Productivity Service of the D.E.P. will use the 

registered agreements to ascertain where improvements are most needed and 

where advice will be most helpful, and will take appropriate follow-up action. 

Special attention will naturally be paid to companies failing to register or 

making "nil returns" for all or parts of their undertakings, or whose 

procedure agreements seem seriously inadequate, 
^"llsptiye Agreements and the Law 


38. The present legal position is that an individual employer and a trade 

union can, if they so decide, make a collective agreement between them legally 

"binding. However, because many employers' associations fall within the legal 

definition of a trade union, collective agreements between them and trade 

unions happen to be subject to section k(k-) of the Trade Union Act 1 871, which 

(for other reasons altogether) precludes the direct legal enforcement of 

agreements between trade unions. Agreements between trade unions and such 

employers' associations therefore cannot be made directly legally enforceable 

even if both parties should want this. 

/39. It has 
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J). It has been suggested that collective agreements should be made legally 

binding unless the parties specifically decide to the contrary. This 

suggestion ignores the fact that it is already open to individual employers 

and trade unions to make their agreements legally binding, and that they 

do not do so. Nothing would be gained by requiring them to say that they do 

not want legal enforcement, when this is already so clearly indicated by 

their actions. 

1-0. Some therefore go further and suggest that all collective agreements 

should be made legally binding, whatever the wishes of the parties. The 

Government rejects this view. It does not believe that a more ordered 

system of collective bargaining can be achieved by changing moral obligations 

into legal obligations against the wishes of those on whom the obligations rest. 

In particular it would be an ineffective way to tackle the very serious 

problem of unconstitutional strikes to give legal force to procedure 

agreements which are not designed for this purpose, and then look to 

employers to sue unconstitutional strikers. Employers can usually sue such 

strikers already for breach of their individual contracts of employment. In 

fact they hardly ever do so, because they think it will exacerbate their 

industrial relations. The evidence is that they would do no more to secure 

the enforcement of legally binding agreements. 

41. It has therefore been suggested that collective agreements should not only 

be made legally enforceable against the parties' wishes, but be enforced by 

proceedings in the courts, initiated by the G-overnment or a specially created 

public agency, against those striking in breach of agreement. This is equally 

unacceptable. Employees may well be justified in striking in breach of 

procedure, in defence of their interests, if the procedure is slow and clumsy 

and protects an employer who has taken unilateral action such as victimisation. 

It is the responsibility of employers and trade unions to reach agreements 

which they think they will be able to keep, and then to see that they are 

observed. 

/2f2. The task 
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4.2. The task of the G-overnment is to ensure there is no legal impediment to 

the observance of collective agreements negotiated between employers or 

employers' associations and trade unions by any method freely decided upon 

by the two parties. For this reason it will propose in the Industrial 

Relations Bill the modification of section 4 ( i f ) of the Trade Union Act 1 871 , 

I so that agreements between trade unions and employers' associations will be 


put in the same position as those between trade unions and individual 


employers. The Bill will further propose that agreements could be made 


legally binding only by an express written provision in the agreement. It 


would thus have no effect on the legal status of existing agreements, or of 


future agreements if the parties did not expressly decide in writing to make 

j 
' them legally binding. 
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2)2. The task of the Government is to ensure there is no legal impediment to 


the observance of collective agreements negotiated between employers or 


employers' associations and trade unions by any method freely decided upon 


j 
I by the two parties. Tor this reason it will propose in the Industrial 

l Relations Bill the modification of section 4 (4) of the Trade Union Act 1 871 , 

so that agreements between trade unions and employers' associations will be 


j put in the same position as those between trade unions and individual 


l employers. The Bill will further propose that agreements could be made 


legally binding only by an express written provision in the agreement. It 


would thus have no effect on the legal status of existing agreements, or of 


future agreements if the parties did not expressly decide in writing to make 


i them legally binding. 
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Disclosure of Management Information to Trade Union Representatives 


If emplo3^ees' representatives are to participate with management on equal 

terms in the extension of collective bargaining and consultation at company or 

plant level, they will need adequate information to allow them to form an 

independent judgment on management proposals, policies and decisions. Many 

managements already recognise the need to disclose such information if 

negotiations are to be carried on in a climate of confidence, and find no 

difficulty in making adequate safeguards for any information disclosure of 

which might cause risk of harm to a firm's commercial interests. But other 

firms are unwilling to disclose relevant information in the course of 

negotiations or consultation, even when no risk is involved. This limits the 

soope for informed discussion between the two sides, encourages an early retreat 

to entrenched positions, and thus damages industrial relations. 

1+4. The Government proposes to have further consultations about this problem, 

with a view to including in the Industrial Relations Bill a provision to enable 

trade unions to have from employers certain sorts of information that are needed 

for negotiations. The safeguards needed to protect firms' commercial interests 

will be fully considered. 

Appointment of JErade Union Representatives to Boards of Undertakings 

h5* The G-overnment favours further experiments with the appointment of trade 

union representatives to the boards of undertakings, and will include in the 

Industrial Relations Bill provisions on the extent to which such representatives 

should share the powers, and the legal and financial responsibilities, of 

directors. 

Restrictive Labour Practices 

46. There can be no doubt that equipment and manpower are not always used as 

efficiently in this country as in other comparable industrial countries. This 

is partly due to customs and practices which restrict the effective use of 

resources including manpower, for example overmanning or unnecessary overtime. 

On the whole such practices are operated, not by the unions, but by small 

unofficial groups of employees, who see them as a way of protecting their jobs 

or of maintaining earnings. Because of this, any attempt to get rid of such 

practices without adequate compensation is seen as a threat, either to earnings, 

16. 
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or to security of employment. Their abolition therefore requires negotiations 

initiated by employers. This is often best achieved in the context of wider 

negotiations aimed at producing a comprehensive agreement, since such an agreement 

can include alternative provisions for such matters as minimum earnings and job 

security, which are equally acceptable to the employees and more compatible with 

increasing efficiency. The overhaul of 3ur collective bargaining system will 

facilitate such agreements, and will thus help to raise productivi ty. The 

Government agrees with the majority of the Royal Commission that penal powers 

wuld be of no value in this field. In the N.B.P.I., the proposed C.I.R. and 

the D.E.P.'s Manpower and Productivity Service, this country will have three 

valuable instruments for tackling the problem of out-of-date restrictive or 

protective working practices. 

idnl.LTraining 

!f7. An adequate supply of skilled workers is essential to the development of 

the economy. In certain areas there are continuing shortages of some types of 

skilled men. Even in the less prosperous areas experience has shown how quickly 

the demand for skilled labour can grow and outstrip the supply. These shortages 

can prevent employers from using modern equipment to the best advantage or even 

from buying it. Likewise they can seriously hinder attempts to set up new 

industries in areas with a high general level of unemployment. Both the G-overnment 

and Industry already train adults to the skilled level, and the need for this 

will continue to grow. However, in the engineering industry, in particular, all 

such trainees are normally registered as "dilutees" and opposition is still found 

in some areas to allowing them to exercise fully the skills they have acquired 

or to have the status of skilled workers when they are employed on skilled work. 

This opposition is misguided as it discourages workers from coming forward for 

retraining to the skilled level and reduces the ability of industry to grow and 


adapt itself to technological change or even to set up establishments in certain 


areas. The G-overnment believes that the least required now is the freer 


implementation of existing dilution agreements but also that in the longer term 


these should be replaced by more flexible arrangements designed to see that men 


and women are employed according to their ability to do skilled jobs. For this 


reason the G-overnment has welcomed the recent statement by the Central Training 


Council on the urgent need to develop new attitudes to training for skilled work 


and is discussing with the T.U.C. and the C.B.I. the best way of making progress 


on the problem of adult trainees. 


/THE EXTENSION OF 
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THE EXTENSION OF COLLECTIVE BARG-AININ& 


yhe Need for an Extension of Collective Bargaining 


48. Even though well ordered and effective collective negotiations and discussions 

are the best method so far devised for the involvement of employees in the objec

tives of industry and in the acceptance of the changes necessary for economic 

progress j for many wox-kers such arrangements do not exist. Major changes in the 

composition of the labour force have steadily reduced the relative size of many 

traditional areas of trade union membership - for example mining, the railways 

and the docks. At the same time the number of employees in areas traditionally 

difficult to organise into unions has been increasing - most notably in the field 

of white collar employment. The result has been that the proportion of the total 

labour force belonging to trade unions has actually declined in the last few years. 

Itf. Yet this does not mean that trade unionism is not needed by those who have so 

far not been able to develop effective organisation. On the contrary, the number 

of recognition disputes, and the continued growth of the white-collar unions, show 

that this is not so. White-collar employees have to overcome strong prejudices 

among many managements to gain recognition of their right to bargain. The frovern

ment will encourage and help the extension of collective bargaining, and intends to 

take steps to remove unjustifiable obstacles to the growth of collective bargaining 

based on strong and independent trade unions. If unions had to rely on industrial 

sanctions to compel employers to recognise them, or if they engaged in unrestricted 

competition among themselves, the result would be serious damage to the industrial 

relations system. With the help of the C.I.R. the Government will therefore seek 

to avoid this situation. It looks to unions, with the guidance of the T.U.C, to 

co-operate in using the new opportunities that will be created to extend their 

role and membership, without wasting their energies, and resources, in unnecessary 

competition. 

Trade Union Membership 

150. The Industrial Relations Bill will lay dovm the principle that no employer 

has the right to prevent or obstruct an employee from belonging to a trade union. 

This principle will become a part of all contracts of employment, and the Bill 

i W i l l provide that any stipulation contrary to it should be void in law. The Bill 

will further provide that no Friendly Society should have a rule debarring trade 

unionists from membership. Employees will also be given a remedy if they are 

dismissed on account cf trade union membership. /Recognition 



Recognition of Trade Unions by Employers 

51, Recognition disputes are of two kinds:

(a) where an employer refuses to engage in genuine collective bargaining 


with any unions, and 


(b) where he bargains with some unions but excludes others. 


In both cases the G-overnment will empower the C.I.R. to investigate and report on 


such disputes referred by the Secretary of State. It will be able to take evidence 


from management and unions, and to look into the facts of the situation, such as 


the degree of support for the union or unions involved. It will be empowered to 


hold a secret ballot, if this is thought to be desirable. 


52. In cases of type (a) the G-overnment will expect the C.I.R, normally to favour 


recognition, if the union is appropriate and can establish that it has reasonable 


support, A ballot is one way of showing this, but the question cannot be settled 


by ballot alone, for a union can often find little immediate support where there 


has hitherto been little hope of recognition and, perhaps, little opportunity for 


recruitment; increased support and membership follow, not preoede, recognition. 


53. The G-overnment expects that in such cases most employers will agree to accept 


an independent and unbiased recommendation by the C.I.R. It proposes, however, to 


provide in the Industrial Relations Bill that where, despite a C.I.R. recommenda

tion in favour of recognition, the union meets continuing refusal to recognise, or 


a refusal to enter into genuine negotiations, the Secretary of State should be able 


to take action to break the deadlock. It has been suggested that in such circum

stances the Secretary of State should order the employer to bargain in good faith, 


subject to a penalty if he does not. But this would be an inadequate way of 


resolving the position, since it would often be very difficult for the courts to 


decide whether the employer was refusing to bargain in good faith or simply taking 


a tough bargaining position. Instead, therefore, where the C.I.R. recommends in 


cases of type (a) that a union or unions should be recognised, the Industrial 


Relations Bill will enable the Secretary of State by Order to require the employer 


to recognise and negotiate with the union. If he does not the union will be able 


to take him to compulsory arbitration before the Industrial Court. Employers will 


usually prefer negotiation to arbitration. 


A :\,d/54. In 
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54, In cases of type ( D ) where a -union is seeking recognition and negotiating 

rights instead of, or in addition to,an already recognised union, the Government 

will look to the T.U.C. where appropriate, to seek to resolve the conflict 

between the unionso If they fail to do so within a reasonable time the matter 

fill be referred by the Secretary of State to the C.I.R., which will take full 

account of any action the T.U.C. have taken or recommendations they have made0 

In these conflicts which stem from the problem of multi-unionism, the C.I.R. 

will often be able to produce a durable solution only if its recommendations 

exclude one or more unions from recognition. If such a recommendation is 

initially not accepted, the T.U.C. will be invited to use its influence to secure 

acceptance. To deal with cases where this is inappropriate, e.g. where a union 

is not affiliated to the T.U.C., or where the T.U.C.'s efforts are unsuccessful, 

the Industrial Relations Bill will propose a power for the Secretary of State 

where necessary to give effect by Order to the C0I.R.'s recommendations. The 

employer will then be liable to a fine if he refuses to recognise the union or 

unions which the C.I.R. recommended should be recognised, or recognises one 

against which it recommended. A union which used coercive action to obstruct 

the implementation of the C0IoR.'s recommendations would also be liable to a 

fine. 

55. It has been suggested that inter-union disputes should be tackled by 

amending the legal definition of a "trade dispute" to exclude disputes between 

workmen and workmen. People who went on strike in an inter-union dispute might 

then be liable in some circumstances to be sued for damages, and even to be 

prosecuted. . However, as already explained in paragraph 40, employers have shown 

little enthusiasm for using the law in industrial relations problems, particularly 

against their own employees. But the chief objection to the suggestion is that 

it makes no contribution to finding a fair solution to the point at issue 

between the unions. Their dispute may involve difficult questions of industrial 

relations which require careful examination by people who are familiar with the 

problems. If such an examination is available, it will often be possible to 

avoid a strike altogether; this is much better than changing the law to make 

strike action in these circumstances liable to penalties, while leaving the basic 

problem untouched. In disputes over recognition, which are the most important 

type of inter-union dispute, the procedure proposed in the previous paragraph 

will permit a full examination of the dispute by the T.U.C. and if necessary the 
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56, The Royal Commission also recommended that the Secretary of State should 

ve the power on the advice of the C.I.R. to make unilateral legally binding 


arbitration available by an Order in industries, sections of industry, or 


undertakings where the C.I.R. has advised, after investigation, that it would 


contribute to the growth or maintenance of sound collective bargaining machinery. 


The Industrial Relations Bill will include a provision for the selective 


introduction of unilateral legally binding arbitration before the Industrial 


Court. The Government will have further consultations with both sides of 


industry about the situations in which this provision should be used. 

Wages Councils 


57, The Royal Commission drew attention to ways in which the Wages Councils 


system has impeded the growth of voluntary collective bargaining and of strong 


trade unionism in the industries covered, to the detriment of the workers in 


those industries. It recommended: 


a


(a) that the law should be amended to make It easier to abolish Wages 


Councils; 


(b) that the Wages Inspectorate should be empowered to enforce statutory 


minimum rates for a limited period following abolition; 


(c) that it should be possible for undertakings with satisfactory 


collective bargaining arrangements of their own to be excluded from the 


scope of Wages Councils; and 


(d) that Wages Councils should be empowered to establish voluntary disputes 


procedures. 

The Government's objective is to stimulate and strengthen voluntary collective 

bargaining in Wages Council industries to the point where a statutory Wages 

Council is no longer necessary. The Royal Commission's recommendations are 

in line with this policy, and the Government is consulting the T.U.C., C.B.I. 

and Wages Councils about them. 

Section 8 of the Terms and Conditions of Employment Act 1959 

58, Section 8 of the Terms and Conditions of Employment Act 1959 enables 

a trade union to oblige an employer to observe the recognised terms and 

conditions (or others not less favourable). The Government accepts that the 
Section should be amended to provide that in the consideration of claims not only 
the particular term or condition to which the claim relates but the terms and 
conditions observed, by the employer as a whole should have to be taken into account, 
This change will be included in the Industrial Relations Bill. The Government is 
consulting the T.U.C., CB.I. and Wages Councils about the recommendation that, as 
one way of strengthening voluntary collective bargaining, the provision which 
prevents Section 8 applying in Wages Council industries should be repealed. 
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The Need far Farther Aids 


59. When the State has intervened in industrial relations, it has often done 

so in order to assist employers and unions in the conduct of collective 

bargaining. The development of the Ministry of Labour's conciliation service 

and of arbitration facilities and, most recently, the establishment of the 

D.E.P.'s Manpower and Productivity Service are all examples of this. The 

reforms proposed above will increase the need for further bargaining' aids, 

particularly in the fields of trade union development and industrial 

relations training. 

Employers1 Associations 

60. Employers' associations are closely linked with industry - wide 

bargaining. The changes that are made in collective bargaining in their 

industries will decide their future role. Amalgamations and changes in 

organisation will be needed. Many associations will in future find that their 

main work lies in assisting members to develop collective bargaining 

machinery and to improve industrial relations in their undertakings. 

Associations should carefully review the adequacy of their advisory services 

to meet such needs. The Government will consider these questions with the 

C.B.I. and, where necessary, individual associations. It intends to ensure 


that general references to the C.I.R. concerning an industry or a part of an 


industry include consideration of changes needed in employers1 organisations. 


Trade Union Re-organisation 


61. On the trade union side the problem is different. British trade unions 

are undermanned and under-financed, even in relation to their present functions. 

As the Donovan Commission showed, most oomparable countries have two or three 

times as many full time officials in relation to the number of members as 

British unions. It is true that in Britain great reliance is placed on 

voluntary officials, for the most part shop stewards, but the Donovan Report 

also indicates that contacts between stewards and their officials are often 

infrequent and that they vary very much from union to union. There are also 

very considerable communication problems arising from many unions' defective 

22 . /and out-dated 



and out-dated organisation. It would often be better for union branches to be 


based on the place of work. Too often the existence of multi-unionism means 


I that in order to discuss common problems and work out a response to 

management initiatives shop stewards and their members have to meet in 
1unofficial' ways which cut across the formal provisions of union 

constitutions and are outside the framework of the formally constituted 

negotiating machinery. 

62. This means that to take their full part in a reformed and extended system 


of collective bargaining trade unions themselves need to be reformed and 


extended. Among other things they need fewer areas of overlap, more 


amalgamations, additional officials, specialised services, improved 


constitutions, better communications, and more adequate contributions and funds. 


63' As the Royal Commission said, the initiation and encouragement of trade 


union reforms of this sort are in the first place the responsibility of 


individual unions. The Government looks to their executives to take urgent 


action. A major role could be played by the General Council of the Trades 


Union Congress. It could urge upon member unions the Royal Commission's 


proposals for the reduction of areas of competition over membership, the 


rationalisation of recruitment policies and the improvement of career prospects 


for full-time officers. It could also encourage unions to make better 


provision for dual membership or easy re-admission where this would help job 


mobility. The Government will pursue these questions with the T.U.C. and 


individual trade unions as appropriate. 


A Trade Union Development Scheme 


I 64. But the Donovan Report does not go far enough in its recommendations for 

\ modernising the trade union movement. The Industrial Relations Bill will 

I provide for grants and loans to be made for this purpose by the C.I.R. These 

grants and loans will be made on the advice of a committee of independent 


and trade union members of the C.I.R. 


65. The Bill will define the purposes for which assistance can be provided; 


these are expected to include the stimulation of union mergers, the expansion 


of training for union officials including shop stewards, the employment of 


management consultants and the development of research facilities. 

2 3  * /66. Unions 
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66. Unions will be able to apply tn the C.I.R. fox grants or loans. By analogy 

with the I.R.C., the C.I.R. will make sure that what is asked for will help to 

improve union efficiency.. Unions wanting assistance will therefore have to 

submit a scheme to show how they intend to use the money, and to satisfy the 

C.I.R. that they will be able to carry through the scheme; the C.I.R. will 


ensure that the grants or loans made are used in accordance with the scheme. 


The C.I.R. will take account of a union's own financial resources and the 


scope for increasing subscriptions! it will normally provide only part of 


the t^tal funds required. There will be no conditions intended to influence 


a union's behaviour in day-to-day collective bargaining, 


67. Any union or federation of unions will be able to apply for development 

aid. The T.U.C. itself will also be eligible. The Government will have 

further -consultations with the T.U.C. on the details of this radical new 

scheme and the provision to be made for its administration by a Trade Union 

Development Office within the C.I.R., including the ways in which the T.U. C. 

might most usefully be associated with its operation. 

68. Any union that regards all forms of state aid as undesirable and 

unnecessary will of course be free not to make use of this scheme. But the 

Government hopes that unions generally will share its belief that such holy 

will contribute to greater trade union effectiveness without compromising 

trade union independence. 

Training in Industrial Relations 

69. Most training of full-time trade union officials, and much *£ the 

training of shop stewards, is undertaken by the T.U.C. and the unions 
1 1  :  "-1 .T;..Y." I '','. ' - ;  , ' , .. \ . v. 1 V  ' " .  ;- ' -.
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themselves. Courses for trade unionists including shop stewards are also 


provided by adult education organisations, technical colleges and other bodies. 


The Industrial Training Boards are making increasing contributions towards 


the cost to employers of sending' shop stewards on training courses. A reform 


of the collective bargaining system will make it even more necessary than 


it is now that trade union officers at all levels, full-time and voluntary, 


should be well trained. The Trade Union Development Scheme will be able to 


help with the cost of new courses provided by the T.U.C. and the unions. 


/The Government 
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The Government will also consider whether additional help should be given 


from public funds for courses provided by other bodies. It attaches particular 


importance to the provision of sufficient teachers for this type of course, 


and the development of suitable teaching methods and materials. The Government 


will also discuss with Industrial Training Boards how their help can best be 


developed. 


JO. Some employers find it useful to give their employees, for example during 


induction training, some guidance on the main provisions of the collective 


agreements which apply to them. Such guidance, which need not be elaborate, 


helps to avoid misunderstandings and to develop a sense of participation. 


Other employers should consider introducing it in co-operation with unions. 


71. On the management side there is an equally urgent need for training in 


the techniques of industrial and human relations. Few companies in Britain 


have senior managers with a knowledge of the full range of options available 


to them as a result of recent developments in payment systems, manpower 


planning, industrial sociology and psychology, or ergonomics. Particularly 


where company and factory-wide bargaining needs to be put on an orderly and 


equitable basis, management at all levels and especially at the top will need 


more systematic training in these matters, The Government is considering 


urgently ways of improving the situation, including the possibility of grants 


to encourage more training in industrial relations. 


HEW SAFEGUARDS 


Tackling Strikes 


72. Strikes are inevitable in a system of free collective bargaining. But 


many strikes in contemporary Britain are avoidable. No Government concerned 


with the economic advancement and prosperity of the country can afford to 


neglect any reasonable and practical proposal for reducing their incidence 


and effect, 


73. The solution lies in the re-structuring of our present system of 


disordered and defective collective bargaining. Out-dated and overloaded 


procedural systems, such as that in engineering, can no longer be accepted 


as reasonable means of resolving disputes. Wage systems which are out of 


/control 
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control produce unstable and inequitable pay differentials which create serious 


and continuing problems for management and unions. National wage negotiations 


axe increasingly irrelevant in many industries. In situations of this sort 


the occasional use of the strike weapon is understandable, even by men who 


would welcome alternatives. But in addition to the changes in collective 


bargaining already outlined, the Government proposes new developments which 


it believes will enable it to deploy its services more effectively and 


intends to take new powers. 


/The Services of the B.E.P. 
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The Services of the D.E.P. 


74. The Department of Employment and Productivity has recently re-examined 

the services it and other Government-sponsored agencies provide to industry. 

As one aspect of this it has considered the nature and adequacy of its services 

for tackling strikes, lock-outs and other forms of industrial action. The aim 

of the Department's conciliation service is to assist the parties to a dispute 

to reach a settlement for themselves or to persuade them, where appropriate, to 

allow it to be referred to arbitration. Where a dispute concerns a matter of 

major importance affecting the public interest and it cannot be settled in other 

ways, the Secretary of State may order an inquiry. The Conciliation Act 1896 

and the Industrial Courts Act 1919 provide the statutory framework for these 

services and no major amendment of these Acts is proposed. 

75. The conciliation work of the Department's Manpower Advisers (formerly 


known as Industrial Relations Officers) very often makes a valuable contribution 


to promoting good industrial relations and to settling a dispute. No basic 


changes are proposed, but the following important developments are to be 


introduced:

(1) In the past the Department has preferred to act only if invited by 


one or both parties. In future the Department will be more ready to take 


the initiative and to proffer its help. 


( 2 ) Manpower Advisers will continue to encourage observance of agreed 

procedures for dealing with disputes. They will however recognise that, 

as some existing procedures are defective, "following procedure" should not 

be regarded as an end in itself. In disputes where this applies they will 

regard working for a satisfactory settlement as more important. They will, 

of course, do all they can to secure the introduction and observance of 

improved procedures; and conciliation will often provide opportunities for 

this. 

( 3 ) In some circumstances other independent persons might with advantage 

be used to chair negotiations, and Manpower Advisers will suggest this 

where appropriate. 

/ (4 ) In some 
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(4-) In some cases prompt informal investigations may avert a strike 

or help to promote a settlement. Where possible it is preferable for this 


to be done before a dispute has resulted in a dislocation of work. Yifriere 


appropriate such informal investigations will be carried out by Manpower 


Advisers (with employer and union representatives where this would help). 


In the light of experience the G-overnment will consider whether further 


statutory powers are needed for this purpose. 


76. The Service will be adequately staffed at all levels with officers trained 

and experienced in conciliation and with knowledge of the functions of managers 

and trade union officials. The development of the Manpower and Productivity 

Service will make technical knowledge available when needed, for example on 

work study or job evaluation. 

77. Strikes are often evidence of fundamental weakness in the system of 

industrial relations in an undertaking, e.g. defective disputes procedures, or 

unsatisfactory pay structures. Manpower Advisers will consider what assistance 

they can give in remedying such underlying problems. In appropriate cases 

references will be made to the C.I.B.. 

78. The Government will examine further the extent to which other Government

sponsored technical advisory services can be co-ordinated with the resources of 

the Manpower and Productivity Service in the interests of simplicity, efficiency 

and economy. 

Strikes and the National Interest 

79. The reforms the Government intends to initiate and encourage may take some 


time, and even when they are complete there is still the possibility of 


disruptive and economically disastrous strikes which Britain can ill afford. 


Strikes may be official (i.e, sanctioned by the union or unions concerned in 


accordance with their rules) or unofficial; they may be constitutional (i.e. 


called only after the exhaustion of any appropriate procedure for handling

disputes agreed by the union or unions and the employer or his association) or 


unconstitutional, or may take place where there is no agreed procedure. 


Unconstitutional strikes are usually also unofficial. 95% of all strikes are 


unofficial, and three-quarters of the working days lost because of strikes are 


due to unofficial strikes, 


/80. There have 
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80. There have been suggestions that the Government should take powers, on 


the American pattern, to delay a major official strike for two or three months 


while further negotiations take place and a ballot is taken on the employer's 


last offer. The Royal Commission examined this but concluded that the Government' 


powers of conciliation, arbitration and inquiry, and its power to declare an 


emergency, were adequate, and that it was preferable that the Government's 


freedom of action should be preserved. The Government agrees with this view. 


Major official strikes normally occur in this country only after full 


negotiations. If the Government took powers of the sort proposed, it would be 


easy for unions to allow for them by introducing the threat of strike action 


at an earlier stage of negotiations than at present. If they did this, the 


actual strike would be no more delayed by a statutory procedure than it is 


at present by the normal course of negotiations. Even if this were not done, 


there is no reason to think that in this country a period of delay between the 


end of normal negotiations and the beginning of a strike would significantly 


increase the chances of an agreed settlement. The situation is different in 


the United States where agreements normally run for a fixed period and a strike 


may quickly follow if a new agreement has not been negotiated by the time that 


the old one expires. 


81. It is, however, a matter for concern that at present it is possible for 


a major official strike to be called when the support of those concerned may 


be in doubt. The Industrial Relations Bill will therefore propose powers for 


the Secretary of Sate, where an official strike is threatened, to require the 


union or unions involved to hold a ballot on the question of strike action. 


The ballot will be conducted by the union, in accordance with rules approved 


by the Registrar of Trade Unions and Employers' Associations and in consultation 


with the D.E.P. which would have to be satisfied on the question to be put to 


the vote. This power will be discretionary and will only be used where the 


Secretary of State believes that the strike proposed would involve a serious 


threat to the general economy or public interest, and there is doubt whether 


it commands the support of those concerned. The Secretary of State will be able 


to stipulate the majority needed before a strike could go ahead, which will be 


either a majority of the union members involved in the dispute or two-thirds 


of those who voted, depending on the circumstances. Where there is no doubt 
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about this support, and the union itself sees no need to call a ballot, there 


nothing to be gained by imposing one. The object of the legislation is not to 


place a bar on such strikes, but to help to ensure that before strikes of this 


importance take place the union members themselves are convinced that they are 


right to go on strike. 


82. For the most part unconstitutional strikes - i.e. strikes which involve 

breach of procedure - take place suddenly and without the permission of the boi 

authorised under union rules to sanction them. Most unions are not prepared t 

recognise or support strikes in breach of procedure. Yet strikes of this sort 

are increasing in many industries and their effect can be very serious. 

Technological change and economic progress are leading, over much of industry) 

an increasing interdependence between firms. This is true both within manufac 

industry, and between manufacturing industry and the services such as transport 

on which it depends. A strike by a key group in the long chain of productiona. 

distribution can thus put many people out of work in other firms and even ether 

industries. It has a cumulative effect which can lead to disproportionate han 

elsewhere and can be extremely costly to the nation. In such circumstances 

the Government needs a reserve power to avoid precipitate strikes and to create 

an opportunity for further negotiation on the grievance at issue. Such a pov/e: 

would not be justified where a strike, whether official or unofficial, is 

constitutional and takes place after the exhaustion of an agreed disputes 

procedure: it would be an intolerable interference with the right to strike ix 

circumstances where employees might have no other way of remedying a legitimattl 

grievance. It is however quite a different matter for the community to have 

a right, through the Government, to insist that groups of workers shall not 

take strike action which may seriously damage the economy and their fellow 

workers in circumstances where an agreed procedure for handling disputes has 

not been observed or does not exist. 

/83.The Government will 
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63. The Government will therefore propose in the Industrial Relations Bill the 


introduction of a further discretionary reserve power for the Secretary of State 


for Employment and Productivity for use where groups of workers strike without 


the use of procedure and the effects are likely to be serious. In suoh cases 


the Secretary of State will be able to issue an order requiring those involved 


to desist from any strike or lock-out. For a period of up to twenty-eight days, 


renewable for a similar period by a further order. This peace pause will enable 


every opportunity for negotiation to be explored. In particular, it will allow 


time for any disputes procedure to be used. Under a good procedure, it should 


be possible for an urgent matter normally to be fully considered within twenty

eight days, or within fifty-six days if it is particularly complicated. Unless 


the Secretary of State is satisfied that adequate machinery for reaching a 


settlement exists and will be used, a suitable form of public inquiry or 


investigation will be held. The terms to be observed during such a peace pause 


will be those that existed before the dispute arose, so that the delay will not 


protect an employer who takes provocative action. After the maximum period 


there will be no further power to delay or restrict a strike or lock-out 


arising from the dispute in question. 


84. In both cases the requirement will need to be backed by financial penalties. 

In the case of the compulsory ballnt in respect of official strikes this will 

take the form of a fine against the union or unions concerned, if they fail to 

comply. In the case of the peace pause, if the requirement is not complied with 

individual strikers will be liable to fines. 

85. The Government believes that these two measures, taken together, represent 


a sensible, fair and practical policy for tackling serious strikes. They have 


the merit of being capable of being used flexibly, when required, to help deal 


with individual strikes. In this respect they are greatly to be preferred to 


measures, such as have been proposed in some quarters, which would penalise 


important and unimportant, justifiable and unjustifiable strikes alike; or would 


he invoked haphazardly; or (if they depended upon employers) might not be 


invoked at all. 

The Present Law on Strikes 
86, The new powers proposed above are selective. They will reduce the harm 

caused by too precipitate decisions to strike, without limiting the basic freedom 

to strike or giving employers a free hand to take provocative action. This is 

the only acceptable way to change the law on strikes. 
SECRET /87. The Government 
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87. The Government has therefore decided not to accept the Donovan Report's 

aajority recommendation in favour of limiting to trade unions the protection 

given by Section 3 of the Trade Disputes Act ^SOG and by the Trade Disputes 

Act 1965 in relation to inducement of breach of a contract of employment. The 

implementation of this recommendation would place leaders of all unofficial 

strikes at risk of being sued by employers for inducing employees on strike to 

break their contracts. The Government does not believe that this would improve 

industrial relations. In the first place, the great majority of employers would 

probably not be prepared to take advantage of the change in the law; this 

change would therefore be useless in practical terms, while creating uncertainty 

and thus worsening the general atmosphere in industrial relations. For example, 

unions might declare all strikes by their members official to safeguard them 

from legal action; or groups of unofficial strikers might constitute themselves 

as trade unions, in order to obtain the law's protection. Far from helping to 

establish greater order in collective bargaining, therefore, the limitation of 

the protection given by Section 3 of the Trade Disputes Act 1 906 and the Trade 

Disputes Aot 1965 could have a seriously disruptive effect. 

88, The Government has reviewed the law on picketing, but does not propose to 

make any changes in it. It believes that the present law does not place any 

unreasonable limitations on picketing, and that properly enforced it provides 

sufficient safeguards against violent or intimidatcry behaviour. 

89. The Government has decided to accept the recommendation of the Royal 

Commission that the inducement of breach of a commercial contract in the 

circumstances of a trade dispute should be protected in the same way as the 

inducement of breach of a contract of employment. The law on this is complicated; 


sympathetic strikes and other ways of bringing indirect pressure on an employer 


during a dispute are regarded by the present law as legitimate, but they face 


legal hazards in some circumstances. This anomalous situation must be resolved. 


The alternative is to outlay/ sympathetic aotion. But trade unions have a long 


tradition of relying on the solidarity of union members working in different 


places, and it would be wrong to attach legal penalties to the practical 


expression of this. It will of course be open to the Secretary of State to 


require a ballot before an official, or a peace pause in an unconstitutional, 


sympathetic strike , 


90. The Trade 
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ihe Trade Dispute Disqualification x or ̂ nSmpxoyment Benefit 


The Royal Commission recommended changes to Section 22 of the National 
insurance Act 1965, which concerns the disqualification of persons for receipt of 
nemployment benefit when there is a trade dispute at their place of work. If these 

Jjhanges were made, a claimant for benefit would no longer have to prove that he is 


jot a member of a "grade or class" of workers any of whom are participating in or 


financing or directly interested in the dispute; and a claimant would not be 


regarded as "financing" a trade dispute simply because he is a member of a trade 


anion paying strike pay to those on strike. 


jl. The Government is considering these recommendations in the light of comments 


50 far made by the  C B 0 I c , TiU.'Cj and nationalised industries, and it intends to 
c 

have further consultations with then on this matter. 


Safeguards against Unfair Dismissal 


52. The Government proposes to end the anomalous situation by which, although 


the individual employee is protected in many other ways by legislation or collective 


agreements, he often has no effective safeguard against arbitrary or unfair dismissal. 


While it is desirable that voluntary procedures relating to dismissal should be 


inproved and extended, the development of such procedures is much too slow. There
is need for legislation to establish statutory machinery to safeguard both unionists 


land non-unionists against unfair dismissal.	 In a period when increasing and 


necessary change must be accepted by large numbers of people legislation will 


provide some guarantee that the inevitable uncertainties which this situation creates 


fill not be added to by an employer's high-handedness or prejudice. One effect of 


legislation will undoubtedly be to encourage the development of clear rules as to 


the circumstances in which employees may be dismissed and for what reason. 


93. The Industrial Relations Bill will state that dismissal is justified only 


if there is a valid reason for it connected with the capacity or conduct of the 


employee or based on the operational requirements of the undertaking, establishment 


or service; and that in the absence of such valid reasons it is unfair. Certain 


specific reasons which are not valid will be laid down, such as trade union member-


S ship, race, colour, sax, marital status, religious or political opinion, national 
extraction or social origin. Employees who consider themselves unfairly dismissed 

Iffill have a right to complain to the present Industrial Tribunals, which will have 
I to be extended and equipped, to deal with this additional role. Compensation or 
re-instatement may be awarded by the Tribunals. The exact form of the procedure 
and of the machinery to operate it, and the extent to which voluntary procedurtes 
can be exempted, will be discussed in detail with the C.B.I., T.U.C., nationalised 
industries and other interests-


Contracts of Employment Act 


%* There is a strong case for revising the Contracts of Employment Act, for 


example to increase long-service employees' entitlement to notice before dismissal, 


to shorten the minimum period of service needed to benefit from the Act, and to 


require employers to give employees fuller particulars of their contracts of employ
ment. This will be considered further in consultation with both sides of industry. 


/Jurisdiction 
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^jurisdiction of Industrial Tribunals 


155, The G-overnment in principle accepts the Royal Commission's view that it is 

desirable to improve the present arrangements for the judicial determination of 

disputes arising out of individual contracts of employment and statutory claims 

between employers and employees at present dealt with in the ordinary Courts. 

For this purpose the Report proposed that the Industrial Tribunals' jurisdiction 

should be extended to cover such disputes. This will require further consultations. 

Trade Union Rules and Registration 
96. Prejudices and unfair treatment are not a management monopoly. They can arise 


among employees and in trade unions. The Donovan Commission found no evidence of 


widespread abuse of union power. But when union membership is accepted as desirable 


and actively encouraged, it is essential that unions should be able, and be seen to 


be able, to conduct their business according to clear and comprehensive rules, and 


to deal fairly with any dispute between the union or its officers and the individual 


member. 


97. This must be done in ways that are compatible with trade union Internal self

government and Independence. Employees must retain the right to combine together 


in ways that seem to them to advance their interests. But this must also be seen 


to be compatible with generally accepted standards of tolerance and fair-play. For 


this reason, while the G-overnment does not propose to regulate union rules in 


detail, it considers that the present legal requirements relating to the rules 


of trade unions are inadequate, and should be extended in the interests both of 


the unions and their members. 


98. The Industrial Relations Bill will therefore propose that trade unions should 


register with a new Registrar of Trade Unions and Employers1 Associations within a 


prescribed period. In view of the experience gained by the Registrar of Friendly 


Societies in dealing with trade union matters, the new post will for the present be 


combined with that of the Registrar of Friendly Societies. Refusal to register will 


lay a trade union open to a fine. Registered unions will be required to have rules 


governing admission, discipline, disputes between the unions and their members, 


elections, strike ballots, and the appointment and functions of shop stewards. 


Unions will be free to frame these rules to meet their own requirements and 


(except in the case of strike ballots - see paragraph 81) it is not proposed 


that the Industrial Relations Bill should enable them to be challenged except 
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on the ground that they do not adequately cover the subjects mentioned. This 

Sriglit will lie with the Registrar of Trade Unions and Employers' Associations, 

to whom unions will be required to submit their rules. If he refuses to register 

a union, appeal will lie to the Courts. Trade unions will be allowed reasonable 

time to make any necessary amendments to their rules. Employers' associations 

jail also be required to register and to comply vdth appropriate requirements 

about rules. 

5 9 , The Royal Commission recommended that trade unions should be given corporate 

status. The T.U.C. has represented that this would be undesirable, as it would 

have no significant advantages and would not be appropriate to unions' constitu

tional structure. The G-overnment accepts these arguments and does not propose to 

implement the Royal Commission's recommendation. 

100. The Industrial Relations Bill will further propose that all but the smallest 


unions should be required to employ professional auditors and that new requirements 


regarding superannuation funds for their members should be introduced. 


101. At present trade unions are protected from actions in tort by Section A of 


the Trade Disputes Act 1906. This means, for example, that a union cannot be sued 


for libel or negligence (although it is possible in some circumstances to sue the 


trustees or the officers). This restriction is unrealistic, and the Industrial 


Relations Bill will provide for removal of the immunity except in the circumstances 


of a trade dispute. The G-overnment agrees with the T.U..C. that this change will 


only be acceptable if the definition of a trade dispute is watertight, and will 


consider carefully what changes (if any) should be made in the present definition 


for this purpose. 


An Independent Review Body 


102. These reforms will provide additional safeguards for union members, and do 


much to enable unions themselves to escape unjustified suspicions. But for them 


to be seen to deal fairly with members, it is necessary that the administration 


of their rules should be subject to independent review. This does not imply that 


there is any reason to suspect frequent injustice any more than the creation of the 


Parliamentary Commissioner implies that maladministration is common in Government 


departments. But it is right and healthy in a democracy that any powerful body 


should be subject to outside scrutiny where abuse of its power oan most harm the 


individual. 


/103. Complaints 
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103, Complaints by individuals against trade unions will be considered in the 


first instance by the Registrar, who will have the duty of advising the complain

ants and trying to promote an amicable settlement. In some cases where this cannot 


be achieved there is already a legal remedy in the ordinary courts, but in others 


there is no remedy at present. The Industrial Relations Bill will provide for a 


new independent review body to which may be referred complaints by individuals of 


unfair or arbitrary action by trade unions resulting in substantial injustice. 


IQLy. In cases heard by the independent review body, every opportunity will be 

given to the trade unions concerned to prepare their own answers to complaints. 


The object will be to ensure fair play and justice, rather than to put obstacles 


in the way of unions. If complaints are found to be justified, the review body 


will have power to award damages, or admission or re-instatement In a union. 


105. The review body will be headed by the President of the Industrial Court, and 


its membership will consist of the members of the trade union panel of the Indust

rial Court. Each case will be considered by the President or a legal chairman 


drawn from the independent panel of the Industrial Court plus two members of the 


trade union panel. 


106. The Donovan Commission rejected the prohibition of the closed shop and said 


that, under proper safeguards, it could serve a useful purpose. A closed shop 


might be needed by a union to establish an effective and stable organisation or 


in order to deploy workers' bargaining strength to the full. Nevertheless the 


Commission recognised that the closed shop was liable from time to time to cause 


injustice to individuals and It therefore proposed safeguards. The G-overnment 


generally agrees with this assessment. It has proposed above in paragraphs 96-98 


measures to protect the trade union member; it is also necessary to consider those 


who have conscientious grounds for not joining a union and who are dismissed from 


their employment in consequence. 


107. Before agreeing to a closed or union shop, employers should seek to obtain 

suitable protection for people who refuse to join trade unions on conscientious 

grounds. Many unions are prepared to accept such people in a closed or union 

shop, if they in their turn are prepared to show good faith, for example by 

contributing to charity instead of paying a union subscription. When such 

employees are dismissed from employment because they will not join a union, the 

G-overnment proposes that the initial right of complaint should be to an Industrial 


"Tribunal as a case of alleged unjust dismissal. 
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P The Government agrees with the majority of the Donovan Commission that the 

Tribunal should have power to award compensation to be paid by the employer 
I 

since it is his responsibility in concluding a closed shop agreement to bear 

I in mind the interests of existing employees who are not in the union, and to 

3 ensure that they are adequately safeguarded. It will also be possible for the 

I Tribunal to award compensation to be paid by the employer if the closed shop is 

not a formal one established by agreement with a union, but an informal one 

resulting from the unwillingness of employees to work with a. certain non-unionist. 

The Tribunal will have to consider whether the employer should in any way be liable 

I for acquiescence in the development of such a closed shop, and the extent to which 

I the employer should compensate an employee whom he has dismissed because he 

considered it to the advantage of his business to do so in tho circumstances. A NEW OPPORTUNITY 


108. These are tho major measures, Initiatives and policies which the Government 


proposes to deal with the industrial relations problems now facing this country. 


They are intended to retain the best aspects of our traditional system - its 


freedom, its flexibility, tolerance and general sense of reasonable compromise, 


it the same time they should enable us to grapple with what is wrong; with 


disorder, injustice, occasional near chaos and damaging disruption. They involve 


the Government more closely in the processes of industrial relations, but they do 


so without weakening the responsibility of management and unions for the proper 


conduct of their affairs. On the contrary they are designed to highlight and 


strengthen that responsibility. In effect they offer both management and unions 


an opportunity and a challenge. The Government proposes a joint effort to remake 


and improve the relationships of people at work. 


/Appendix 1 

37. 
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Proposals for an Industrial Relations Act ' ' ' : ':y^:/ 

The G-overnment intends, after further consultations, to introduce an 

Industrial Relations Bill, including provisions: 

(l)	 To establish a Commission on Industrial Relations (paragraphs 29-34); 


(2)	 To require employers to register procedure agreements and arrangements 


with the Department of Employment and Productivity (paragraphs 35-37); 


(3)	 To modify section 4 (4 ) of the Trade Union Act I87I , to facilitate the 

direct legal enforcement, where the parties wish, of agreements between 

trade unions and employers' associations, and to provide that agreements 

should only be legally binding If they include on express written 

provision to that effect (paragraph 42); 

(4 )	 To give trade unions the right to have certain sorts of Information 

from employers, subject to safeguards for confidential commercial 

information (paragraph 44); 

(5)	 To facilitate the appointment of trade union representatives on boards 


of undertakings (paragraph 45); 


(6)	 To establish the principle that no employer has the right to prevent 

or obstruct an employee from belonging to a registered trade union 

(paragraph 50); 

(7)	 To stop Friendly Societies from having rules debarring trade unionists 

from membership (paragraph 50); 

(8 )	 To empower the Commission on Industrial Relations to look into recognl

tion disputes, and to arrange a secret ballot if It thinks this desirabl 

(paragraph 51); 

(9)	 To enable the Secretary of State, where the Commission on Industrial 


Relations recommends that an employer shall recognise a union but there 


is continuing difficulty, 


(a)	 to make an order requiring the employer to recognise and negotiate 


with the union and, in default, giving the union the right to take 


the employer to arbitration at the Industrial Court (paragraph 53), 


and 


(b)	 if necessary to make an order excluding one or more unions from 


recognition, with penalties for breach of the order by either the 

; employer or a union (paragraph 54) ; /(10) To enable 



(10)	 To enable the Secretary of State by order to make unilateral legally 

binding arbitration before the Industrial Court available in some 

situations (paragraph 56) ; 

(ll)	 To amend the law relating to Wages Councils and section 8 of the 

Terms and Conditions of Employment Act 1959 (paragraphs 57-58); 

(12)	 To provide for the Commission on Industrial Relations to make grants 

and loans for trade union development (paragraphs 64-69); 

(13 )	 To empower the Secretary of State, where an official strike Is 

threatened, to require a ballot (paragraph 81 ) ; 

(14)	 To enable the Secretary of State to require those involved to 

desist for up to 28 days (and for a further period of up to 28 days 

if necessary) from a strike or lockout without the use of procedure 

(paragraph 83 ) ; 

(15)	 To protect inducement of breach of a contract other than a contract 

of employment, In the circumstances of a trade dispute (paragraph 89 ) ; 

(16)	 To introduce safeguards against unfair dismissal (paragraph 92) ; 

(17)	 To require trade unions to register, and to have rules concerning 

admission, discipline, disputes between union and member, elections 

and strike ballots, and shop stewards (paragraph 96-98); 

(18)	 To create a new Registrar of Trade Unions and Employers1 Associations 

the post to be combined for the present with that of Registrar of 

Friendly Societies (paragraph 98) ; 

(19)	 To require all but the smallest unions to have professional auditors, 

and to make new provisions regarding superannuation funds for members 

(paragraph 100); 

(20)	 To enable a union to be sued in tort, except in the circumstances of 

a trade dispute (paragraph 101); 

( 2 l )	 To make any necessary amendment to the definition of a trade dispute 

(paragraph 101); 

(22)	 To establish an independent review body to hear complaints by 

individuals of unfair or arbitrary action by trade unions 

(paragraphs 102-107). 

39 . 
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Incidence . of 3trikes ih-itho United Kingdom. 


1, A country's pattern of strikes and other stoppages due to trade disputes 

can he analysed in various ways, for example according to the number of 


stoppages in relation to the number of employees, the average number of persons 


involved per stoppage, the average duration of stoppages and the number of 


working days lost in relation to the number of employees. The following table 


! comparing the strike patterns of different countries is based on one published 


in the Donovan Report, brought up-to-date as far as possible. 


INTERNATIONAL COMPARISONS OF STATISTICS RELATING- TO STOPPAGES DUE TO 


INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES IN MINING, MANUFACTURING, CONSTRUCTION AND TRANSPORT 


Average annual figures based on latest available information supplied by 


International Labour Office 


Columns (l), (2 ) and ( 3 ) - period 1964-1966 

Column (4) - period 1963-1967 

T(1) (2 ) (3 ) CO 
No. of Average No. Average No. of 


Stoppages of persons duration working 

Name of Country per involved of each days lost 

100,000 per stoppage in per 1,000 
employees stoppage working days employees 

Ited Kingdom r 3.4 184 (2 ) (2 ) jtralia 3 5 0  ̂  1.8 362v 

-Igium .  . 7.0 680 9.2 166 

rada 1*30,* 14.0 898, 

raark 3 7 0  7.3 
u ; 

(3 ) (3 ) 

l and 10.8 360 2.1 414 
moo . . . . . * 21.8 1,090 0.8 347 (5 ) 
jieral Republic of Germany \ (A) (4) 3.6 3K 
ublic of Ireland 25.6 450 15.2 1,210 

'dy . . , . . . 32.9 720 5.3 1,045 
span . . . , 7.6 1,040 2.9 200 
herlands . . . . . . j 2.2 ' 370 2.4 16 
Zealand 26.8 250 2.1 184 

way . . 100/ s\ 26.0 
(6 ) Eden . . 570 15.4 
(7 ) ited States 1 3 ? 2 ^ 4 7 0 ^ 14.2 

Because countries adopt different statistical practices, the figures are not strictly 

comparable in every respect. The most important variation is in the level below 

which strikes are regarded as too small to be included; some other countries adopt 

levels lower than the United Kingdom, notably Australia, Canada, Japan, Norway and 

the United States. Some countries, unlike the United Kingdom, exclude from their 

statistics workers laid off as a result of stoppages at their place of work. The 

footnotes which follow record the more important other variations. 


-) Including electricity and gas. 

Manufacturing only, 


figures not available. 


Average for 1963-66 only. Figures for 1967 not available. 


All industries, 

Including electricity, gas, water, sanitary services. 
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1 Column (1) of this table shows that in comparison with many other countries. 

i the U.K.has a fairly large number of strikes in relation to the size of its 

] workforce. In this respect the U.K. has in recent years been worse off than 

nine of the other countries listed, but better than five (Australia, France, 

the Republic of Ireland, Italy and New Zealand). As regards average number 

of employees involved per stoppage (column 2 ) , the U.K. figure falls below 

the figures for twelve of the other countries; and as regards the average 

duration of each stoppage (column 3) our figure falls below those for nine 

of the others. Judged in terms of number of working days lost in relation 

to numbers employed (column 4 ) , the U.K.'s record has been about average 

compared with other countries. The pattern which emerges for the U.K. is 

therefore one of a comparatively large number of short stoppages involving, 

on average, a fairly small number of employees. 

2. The number of stoppages in industries other than coal-mining has increased 

steadily over the last few years, as the following table shows:-
UNITED KINGDOM:	 NUMER OF STOPPAGES DUE TO INDUSTRIAL 

DISPUTE S, 1 957 TO OCTOBER 1968 

Number of stoppages: 

Year 


Altogether 


1957 2,859 

195* 2,62.9 

1959 2,093 

1960 2,832 

1961 2,686 

1962 2,449 

1963 2,068 

1964 2,524 

1965 2,354 

1966 1,937 

1967 2,116 

1968 1,965 

(Provisional 
figs. Jan-Oct.) 

Source: Department of Employment and Productivity 




I 3, Oi\e important feature of the strike pattern in the U.K. is that the great 

''' majority of strikes (about 95?&) are unofficial, (that is, not sanctioned or 

ratified by the union or unions concerned), as illustrated by the following 

OFFICIAL, UNOFFICIAL AND OTHER STOPPAGES OF WORK 


DUE TO INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES 


Average Annual Figure for Stoppages in the Period 1964-67 TTT 

-Type of Stoppage No. of Stoppages ) No. of Workers. 
Involved (2) 

No. of Working 
Days Lost 

1 Official Strikes 82 84,700 643,000 j 
(3) 

Partly OfficialK J  J 
2 600 6,000 j 

Unofficial 2,125 663,300 1,857,000 : 

Others: i.e. lockouts 
or strikes by 
unorganised workers 
unclassified 

24 3,200 24,000 I 

All 2,233 751,800 2,530,000 : 

Source: Department of Employment and Productivity. 


(l) Figures relate to stoppages beginning in years covered and the total. 


number of working days lost due to them. 


(2)	 Includes workers thrown out of work at establishments where stoppages 

occurred, although not themselves parties to the dispute. 

(3)	 i.e., Strikes involving more than one union and recognised as official 

by at least one but not all the unions concerned. 


These unofficial strikes are also nearly always unconstitutional - i.e. they 


take place in breach of the appropriate procedure for dealing with disputes. 


4. Official strikes, although few in number, tend to involve more employees 

and to last longer than unofficial strikes. An official strike, because of the 

number of employees involved, can often result in a very Large number of 

working days lost. For example, the total number of working days lost through 

stoppages in the first eleven months of 1968 was 4,570,000; of this, the one-day 

engineering strike in May accounted for about 1-g: million. 
3. Official strikes have not shown any consistent tendency to grow in number 
in recent years, the figures since I960 being as follows:

/Number of 
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Number of Official Strikes, 1960-1967* 

1960 63 

1961 . . . 60 

1962 78 

1963 49 

1964 70 

1965 97 

1967	 108 

*	 The figures include "partly-official" strikes, i.e, 


strikes involving more than, one union and recognised 


as official by at least one but not all the unions 


concerned. 


By contrast, the numbers of unofficial strikes have steadily risen in recent 


ears. The general increase in the number of strikes in industries other than 


al-mining has been almost entirely due to an increase in unofficial strikes. 


:?tain industries have been especially prone to unofficial strikes, as the 


llowing table shows :-


AVERAGE ANNUAL FIGURES RELATING- TO INDUSTRIES IK WHICH MOST 


^OFFICIAL STRIKES TOOK PLACE IN RELATION TO NUMBERS EMPLOYED, 1964-1967 


Number of days 
Number of unofficial lost in 

Industry strikes per 100,000 unofficial 
employees strikes per 

1,000 employees 

Coal mining 	 127.7 416 

Docks (port and inland 

water transport) 65.6 1,766 


Shipbuilding, ship repairing 

and marine engineering 45.2 412 


Motor vehicle manufacturing 	 34.3 831 

All Industries 
 84 

Statistics relating to the causes of strikes have to be used with caution; 


strike may have several causes, and the immediate cause (according to which the 

Klike is classified) may not be the most important one. Most official strikes 

^sult from a breakdown of negotiations at industry level about trade union claims 

improved terms and conditions of employment. 

/8. As far 
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8. As f a r as u n o f f i c i a l s t r i k e s are concerned, n ea r l y ha l f of then i n 

recent years have been due t o d isputes over pay. The other most f requent 

causes are "working arrangements, ru l e s and d i s c i p l i n e " (about 30/J) and 

"redundancy, d i sm i ssa l , suspension e t c . " (about 15p). Other causes, inc lud ing 

r e cogn i t i on , demarcation quest ions , hours of work and c losed shop i ssues account 

f o r about dfo of u n o f f i c i a l s t r i k e s . 
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